
XDJ-R1
WIRELESS DJ SYSTEM

※ As DJ equipment. (based on research conducted by Pioneer, current as of May 30, 2013)

Integral structure
of players and mixer

Functions of wide range of

music arranging 
and mixing

High sound 

quality design

Support 
for diverse media 
and music formats

"BEAT SYNC"
function

Wireless operation
of iPad / iPhone / iPod touch

Remote control application
Mobile application 
for remote control of XDJ-R1

New all-in-one DJ system
The industry’s first

※
 DJ unit to deliver wireless control 

from iPad, iPhone or iPod touch

Included software Music management software 
for Pioneer DJ Player

For PIONEER DJ global communications, support, and product information refer to      pioneerdj.com 

iPhone / iPad is not included in this product.

Combines multiple sources (USB/CD/MIDI) and supports diverse music formats

Packed with advanced features, including rekordbox™ BEAT SYNC for one-touch syncing  
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iPad iPhone/iPod touch

Effects operation

iPhone/iPod touchiPad

Song selection

Operation screens

     iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Mac and Mac OS are trademarks of Apple Inc. registered in the U.S. and other countries.      App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.      Windows®, Windows® 8, Windows® 7, Windows Vista® and Windows® XP are registered trademarks or trade names of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and other countries.       YouTube is a registered trademark of Google Inc.

     Virtual DJ is a registered trademark of Atomix Productions, Inc.       rekordbox™ and remotebox are registered trademarks or trade names of Pioneer, Corporation.       Other trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners.       Other product, technology and company names, etc. mentioned herein are the trade names or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

※1 As DJ equipment. (based on research conducted by Pioneer, current as of May 30, 2013)   ※2 A dedicated application for control of XDJ-R1.  Application can be downloaded from the App Store.
※3 Operates with music that has been tempo-analyzed (BPM:Beats  per Minute) using the included “rekordbox™” software, or when tempo is automatically detected during playback.  ※4 Virtual DJ Limited Edition download information will be available at http://pioneerdj.com/support from June 2013.
※5 Operates with music that has been beat-analyzed using the included “rekordbox™” software. 

Included “rekordbox™” music management software

Supported OS Mac OS X (10.5.8 or above)
Windows® 8 : Windows® 8 Pro/Windows® 8
Windows® 7 : Home Premium/Professional/Ultimate
Windows Vista® : Home Basic/Home Premium/Ultimate/Business (SP2 or above)
Windows® XP : Home Edition/Professional (SP3 or above)
(*Windows® XP Professional x64 edition is not supported)

“remotebox” mobile application

Supported OS iPhone 3GS or above/iPod touch 3rd generation or above /iPad iOS5 or above

By connecting this device via a wireless LAN connection to an iPad/iPhone/iPod touch with the 
special “remotebox”※2 mobile application installed, it is possible to select songs stored inside USB 
storage devices connected to the XDJ-R1 via the screens of these devices. In addition, it is 
possible to apply an “AUTO BEAT LOOP”※3 function, which automatically loops music at a 
specified tempo, as well as intuitively controlling various effects using the X-Y pads of devices. 
The back of the XDJ-R1 also features a stand for installation of iPhone/iPod touch devices at an 
angle conducive to easy song selection. 

Industry-first
※1 operation of various functions 

with iPad/iPhone/iPod touch1

DJ play can be performed using a diverse range of media and music formats, 
including music CDs and file formats such as MP3, AAC, WAV and AIFF stored 
inside USB storage devices or recorded onto CD-R/RW. The XDJ-R1 also 
provides MIDI support and can be used to operate various pieces of DJ software. 

Support for diverse media and music formats2

Noise has been reduced by separating analog and digital circuits, and performing 
digital conversion of analog input signals by the shortest distance possible. All 
signal processing is conducted with a high-performance CPU to ensure that DJ 
mixes have a clear sound. 

6
High sound quality design for clear 
and powerful DJ sound

Unified structure containing two players and a mixer4

The unified structure of two players and a mixer means users can DJ with this 
device alone. The mixer part is equipped with ports for the connection of external 
hardware such as CDJ players and turntables, etc., so it can also be used as an 
independent 2-channel mixer. 

The “BEAT SYNC” function automatically synchronizes the beats 
of songs that have been analyzed by the “rekordbox™” music 
management software played on each player, simply by pressing 
the “SYNC” button. 

“BEAT SYNC” function
※5 

for one-touch beat synchronization of two songs3

A combination of all kinds of effects enables simple performance of a wide range 
of music arrangements and mixes. 

Functions for enjoyment of wide range 
of music arranging and mixing5

Diverse forms of DJ play can be enjoyed by 
selecting from 4 effects (TRANS, FLANGER, 
ECHO, and ROLL) for each song played on each 
player and changing BPM and effects levels. 

Diverse forms of DJ play can be enjoyed by 
selecting from 4 effects (FILTER, CRUSH, PITCH, 
and NOISE) for each song played in each channel. 

 “BEAT FX”※3 “SOUND COLOR FX”

The “4-BEAT SAMPLER” function makes it possible 
to play recorded sampling sound sources simply by 
pressing a button. Sound sources can be recorded 
from songs on USB storage devices and CDs.

“4-BEAT SAMPLER”

The “HOT CUE” function enables instant playback 
from a previously specified point, simply by 
pressing a button. Each player can set “HOT 
CUES” at three points. 

“HOT CUE”

DJC-SC3 DJ system bag (sold separately)

This DJ system bag (sold separately) designed specifically for the 
XDJ-R1 adopts a vertical construction to ensure that the device can 
easily be inserted and removed even within the cramped confines of 
a DJ booth. The bag also features internal cushioning to provide 
protection from vibration and shocks, while on the front is a large 
pocket for storage of headphones, cables and tablet devices, etc. 

iPhone/iPod touch STAND

Rear panel

Main specifications

MP3, AAC, WAV, AIFF 
(only MP3, WAV and AIFF can be played from CD)

Playable file formats

USB storage 
formats supported

FAT32, FAT16

No. of channels 2

Wireless 
communications format

IEEE 802.11b/g (2.4GHz band)

USB storage devices, 

music CD, 

CD-R/RW

Playable media

Sampling rate 44.1kHz

A/D, D/A converter 24bit

20Hz    20kHz

S/N ratio 98dB or above (USB)

Frequency response

Inputs PHONO/LINE × 2 (RCA)

MIC × 1 (1/4inch PHONE)

AUX × 1 (RCA)

Outputs MASTER OUT × 2 (XLR × 1, RCA × 1)

HEADPHONE MONITOR OUT × 2 

(front 1/4inch PHONE, MiniPin)

BOOTH OUT × 1 (RCA)

Maximum external 
dimensions (W×D×H) 623mm × 308.4mm  × 107.7mm

Body weight 6.8kg

Head room 19dB

USB ports A port × 1, B port × 1

Total harmonic 
distortion Max. 0.006% (USB) 

DJC-SC3 option (sold separately)

Body weight 2.6kg

Accessory storage 
part (W×D×H) 420mm × 30mm × 300mm

DJ equipment 
storage part (W×D×H) 310mm × 110mm × 630mm

Maximum external 
dimensions (W×D×H) 370mm × 235mm × 690mm

Free download of Atomix Inc.’s “Virtual DJ Limited Edition” DJ software※4. This 
software features an original GUI design that is easy to use with the XDJ-R1, 
and enables optimum enjoyment of various DJ play styles with features including 
loops, effects, a sampler and 4-channel mixing. 

Free download of “Virtual DJ Limited Edition”

Additional Features
“AUTO BEAT LOOP”※3 function enables songs to be looped automatically at a specified BPM
“QUANTIZE”※5 function automatically corrections divergence from specified BPM when using “AUTO BEAT LOOP” or “BEAT FX”
Equipped with independent 3-band isolator
Internal sound card (Audio Interface)
Complete with MASTER OUT (XLR), BOOTH OUT, AUX and MIC ports
Environmentally-friendly "Auto Standby Function" that switches the power to standby mode when there is no operation 
or input for a certain period of time


